ISVs: Xacta’s C2S template gives you a
competitive advantage in the IC’s AWS Marketplace.
The Intelligence Community is looking for commercial SaaS-based products like yours. To
set your offerings apart in the IC’s AWS Marketplace, you need to be able to show that your
software can comply with the stringent authorization requirements for the AWS C2S cloud.
That’s a challenge for any ISV, and especially for those without existing government contracts.
A C2S template purpose-built specifically for ISVs.
Telos® Corporation has developed a purpose-built template
designed to help vendors quickly satisfy their portion of the
“shared responsibility model,” which will provide IC consumers
the information they need to achieve an authorization decision
following the ICD 503 Risk Management Framework (RMF).
This template snaps on to Xacta® 360, the same NIST RMF
automation platform that C2S uses to manage ATO activity.
The benefit of using Xacta 360 and the C2S template.
By using Xacta 360 and this purpose-built C2S template, you can
be sure that you’re addressing only the authorization process
steps, questions, and artifacts that are relevant to the successful
integration within a consumer’s C2S workload ATO process. The
project you create with Xacta 360 and the C2S template puts the
ATO information in a data format that can be automatically ingested
by C2S consumers who use Xacta 360, allowing them to expedite
the body of evidence (BOE) creation for their authorization process.
Help your customers maintain approval with
each enhancement to your product.
As you enhance your product over time, you can use Xacta 360 to
maintain your authorization package, which can then be provided
to your IC customers. Just reflect the changes in your project
and make the updated project available so they can review their
implementation for security relevance. Xacta 360 can also be used
to manage multiple projects, so you can centrally manage and
maintain ICD-503-compliant projects for all of your products.
Choose the deployment option right for you.
Telos offers a variety of deployment options to make Xacta
360 flexible and scalable according to your requirements.
You can run Xacta 360 locally in your environment or access
it as a SaaS application in the AWS Marketplace.

Xacta’s C2S Template with Sequoia
Combine provides C2S users with 75%
of what they need to on-ramp a new
service or workload to C2S. It offers:
• Streamlined C2S three-stage workflow:
quickly and efficiently provides
evidence of your product’s ability to be
authorized.
• Streamlined C2S authorization
documentation: fewer and smaller
documents greatly reduce manual
effort.
• C2S recommended implementation
guidance: available for users to inherit
C2S-specific control implementation
details – greatly reduces labor intensive
control implementation activity.
• C2S control interpretation: used to
create custom C2S categorization
questions. No need to be control
experts and interpret controls. Users
just answer questions.
• C2S categorization questions:
ensure user responses are accurate,
appropriate, and complete. Provides
C2S users with all of the data they
need. Eliminates potential for data
omissions and gaps that result in lost
time.
• C2S custom categorization questions:
reduces time and effort with
responses that auto-populate C2S
authorization documentation, control
implementation, and assessment
results.

Contact us today to see Xacta 360 in action.
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